IZVG client consent policy statement

Clinical veterinary services

The arrangement of a contract of clinical work with IZVG indicates that the client consents to the following:

1. Administration of a sedative/anaesthetic to the animals in the collection as advised by an IZVG veterinary surgeon (VS) and agreed with the appropriate level of management for the collection.
2. Surgical procedures advised by an IZVG VS and agreed with the appropriate level of management for the collection.
3. Understanding and acceptance of the fact that all sedation/anaesthetic techniques and surgical procedures involve some risk to the animal, and that complications may arise; this risk extends to death of the animal.
4. Euthanasia of animals in the collection as advised by an IZVG VS and agreed with the appropriate level of management for the collection.
5. Understanding and acceptance of that fact that while the collection animals are under the care of IZVG it will be common practice to use medicines which, while not specifically authorised (i.e. have not passed the regulatory assessments for safety, quality and efficacy) for the treatment of these species, may be used legally when justified clinically. Understanding and acceptance that there may be unknown side-effects associated with the use of such medicines in these species.

Pathology services

The submission of diagnostic samples to IZVG Pathology indicates that the client consents to the following:

1. Examination, further testing and reporting of samples as appropriate for the satisfactory diagnosis of the case by IZVG Pathology, including the onward referral of samples to external laboratories if required.
2. IZVG Pathology may allow, once diagnosis is complete, onward submission of suitable carcasses for taxonomic, research and bona fide educational purposes, to approved organisations or individuals, together with basic case information.
3. IZVG Pathology may collect and retain, indefinitely, diagnostic and research samples including (but not limited to) formalin-fixed tissues, fresh/frozen tissues, bodily fluids and faecal samples, as well as histological/cytological preparations and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded cassettes derived from these.
4. IZVG Pathology may use data, samples and images originating from diagnostic examinations for its own anonymised retrospective research studies into pathology/disease.
5. IZVG Pathology will retain title to the intellectual property rights in any tests and services. No other party has the right to use, disclose, copy or otherwise publish the same without the advance permission of IZVG Pathology.

The following will not be undertaken unless further explicit consent has been sought from the submitting collection, including receipt by IZVG Pathology of a formal research authorisation from an appropriate Ethics/Review Committee within the collection where appropriate:

1. Non-anonymised research studies by IZVG Pathology.
2. Release of data to Third Parties for research purposes.
3. Release of sample materials to Third Parties for research purposes.
4. Release of sample materials to Third Parties for any commercial purpose.